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Abstract: As an important branch of video analysis, human action recognition has attracted extensive
research attention in computer vision and artificial intelligence communities. In this paper, we
propose to model the temporal evolution of multi-temporal-scale atoms for action recognition.
An action can be considered as a temporal sequence of action units. These action units which we
referred to as action atoms, can capture the key semantic and characteristic spatiotemporal features
of actions in different temporal scales. We first investigate Res3D, a powerful 3D CNN architecture
and create the variants of Res3D for different temporal scale. In each temporal scale, we design
some practices to transfer the knowledge learned from RGB to optical flow (OF) and build RGB
and OF streams to extract deep spatiotemporal information using Res3D. Then we propose an
unsupervised method to mine action atoms in the deep spatiotemporal space. Finally, we use long
short-term memory (LSTM) to model the temporal evolution of atoms for action recognition. The
experimental results show that our proposed multi-temporal-scale spatiotemporal atoms modeling
method achieves recognition performance comparable to that of state-of-the-art methods on two
challenging action recognition datasets: UCF101 and HMDB51.
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1. Introduction

Automatic recognition and analysis of human actions play key roles in video indexing and
retrieval, robotics, human-computer interaction, intelligent surveillance and so forth and thus have
been an important and popular research topic. Action recognition started from holistic representation
method, which performs action recognition on holistic features but this method is limited by camera
motion and requires pre-processing of the video action, such as background subtraction, foreground
extraction, location and tracking. Instead, local representation method represents action by extracting
local features from the detected spatiotemporal interest points. Both of the holistic and local
representation methods extract expert-designed features, which are handcrafted. Since convolutional
neural network (CNN) [1], which is used to extract deep trainable features, made a major breakthrough
in image classification [2] in 2012, it has been an important method to improve the performance
of various computer vision tasks, including object recognition [3], scene classification [4], semantic
segmentation [5] and action recognition [6,7].

Because the CNN is primarily applied to extract spatial features from still images, while videos
can naturally be viewed as 3D spatiotemporal signals, numerous methods have been proposed to
extend CNN from image to video for spatiotemporal information extraction. We divide the solutions
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for exploiting spatiotemporal information into three strategies: (1) 3D CNN; (2) taking motion-related
information as the CNN input; and (3) fusion. 3D CNN is a straightforward method for extracting
spatiotemporal information that was been proven to be effective in several pioneering CNN-based
action recognition studies [8–10] even prior to 2012. Recently, Ji et al. [11] improved the method
reported in Reference [9] by regularizing the outputs with high-level features and combining the
predictions of a variety of 3D CNN with different architectures. Tran et al. designed 3D CNN
architectures called C3D [12] and Res3D [13] to extract spatiotemporal features from videos. To extract
spatiotemporal information, some studies attempted to take motion-related information, such as optical
flow or motion vector as the input of CNN. The two-stream model [7,14] is an important method
in action recognition, which employs two CNN architectures on optical flow and RGB, respectively.
Zhang et al. [15] accelerated the two-stream model by replacing the optical flow with the motion vector,
which can be obtained directly from compressed videos without extra calculation. Fusion has also been
used to exploit the spatiotemporal information from spatial information. Karpathy et al. [6] investigated
several connectivity patterns for fusing spatial information into spatiotemporal information temporally.
Gao et al. [16] introduced a kind of feature alignment to generate a compact video representation
that exploits the temporal correlations in spatial features. Moreover, fusion in CNN-based action
recognition is a general concept that is used to exploit spatiotemporal information by fusing, pooling,
or aggregating various kinds of extracted information. In fact, these three strategies overlap with each
other, for example, a 3D CNN architecture whose input is with motion-related information.

Despite the outstanding progress of CNN-based action recognition, most of the CNN-based
methods suffer from the following limitations:

1. Single temporal scale. A typical action contains characteristic spatiotemporal information in
different temporal scales. However, the existing CNN-based action recognition methods extract
deep information from a single temporal scale, including single frame, stacked frames with fixed
length or clip with fixed length. For example, the spatial and temporal streams of the two-stream
model [7] were used to learn the information from single RGB frame and 10-stacked optical flow
frames, respectively. C3D [12] and Res3D [13] were used to learn spatiotemporal information
from clips with 16 and 8 frames, respectively.

2. Unordered modeling. An action can be considered as a temporal evolution of the spatiotemporal
information. However, some CNN-based action recognition methods ignore the temporal
evolution. The C3D and Res3D methods split the video action into clips and merged the features
of the split clips by averaging and L2-normalization. Yu et al. [17] attempted to fuse the CNN
frame-wise spatial feature to video-wise spatiotemporal feature via stratified pooling.

3. Equal weight. For a given action, each frame, or clip contains information with different weights.
Nevertheless, most of the CNN-based methods treat each frame or clip with equal weight.

4. Information broken. Some of the CNN-based action recognition methods extract deep information
from clips with sparse splitting, such as non-overlapped 8-frames clips in Res3D work [13] or
stacked 10-frames in the temporal stream of two-stream model [7], however, these sparse splitting
would break the key spatiotemporal information across two consecutive clips.

To overcome these limitations, in this paper, we propose to model the temporal evolution of
multi-temporal-scale atoms for action recognition. The atoms are the action units, which capture the
key semantic and characteristic spatiotemporal features and can be used to depict the video action.
We illustrate the framework of our method in Figure 1. For each temporal scale, we build RGB and
optical flow streams. And as illustrated in Figure 2, in each stream, we first split videos into dense
video clips to preserve more key spatiotemporal information. Then, we use 3D CNN to extract the
spatiotemporal information and mine the action atoms from the spatiotemporal information. Finally,
we use LSTM [18] to model the temporal evolution of atoms for action recognition. In summary, this
paper makes the following contributions:
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1. We propose a method of temporal modeling on multi-temporal-scale atoms for action recognition.
2. We create the variants of Res3D [13], a ResNet18-style [19] 3D CNN architecture, to extract

spatiotemporal information in different temporal scales. To apply Res3D on optical flow, we
propose some practices to transfer the knowledge learned from the RGB to optical flow field.

3. We extend the video summarization technique to action atoms mining in the deep
spatiotemporal space.
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The proposed multi-temporal-scale atoms modeling method achieves recognition performance
comparable to that of state-of-the-art methods. We also use model visualization to gain insight into
our proposed method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as following: Section 3 describes related action
recognition studies. Section 2 presents our proposed multi-temporal-scale atoms modeling method.
Section 4 provides the experiments and results. And conclusions and future work are given in Section 5.

2. Temporal Modeling of Multi-Temporal-Scale Spatiotemporal Atoms

A typical action contains the characteristic spatiotemporal atoms in different temporal scales
and it can be represented by modeling the temporal evolution of these atoms. Therefore, we propose
a temporal modeling method on multi-temporal-scale atoms to recognize actions. We employ a
3D CNN architecture to learn the spatiotemporal information from the RGB and optical flow fields
in different temporal scales and then mine the action atoms from the spatiotemporal information.
Finally, we model the temporal evolution of atoms to perform action recognition. In this section, we
provide the details of our proposed method, including an investigation of multi-temporal-scale 3D
CNN architecture, knowledge transfer to optical flow, unsupervised action atoms mining, temporal
evolution modeling and fusion operations.

3. Related Works

As stated in Section 1, our method is closely related to the 3D CNN works [11–13,20] and temporal
modeling works [21–24].
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3D CNN is an important method for learning deep spatiotemporal information for action
recognition. Ji et al. [11] designed a 3D CNN architecture to extract features from gray, gradient
and optical flow channels and combined the information for action recognition. Tran et al. designed a
VGG16-style [25] 3D CNN architecture called C3D [12] and a ResNet18-style [19] 3D CNN architecture
called Res3D [13] to extract spatiotemporal features. The methods [11–13] applied 3D CNN to
short-term clips which were 7, 16 and 8 frames in length, respectively. To capture long temporal
information, Varol et al. [20] proposed a long-term 3D CNN (LTC) on clips with 60 or 100 frames. C3D
and Res3D extract per-clip FC6 and Res5b features, respectively and merge the features of clips from
same video into an action representation by averaging and L2-normalization. The video recognition
result is output by a linear support vector machine (SVM). LTC extracts FC6 features, averages the
per-clip softmax scores and takes the maximum value of this average as the video recognition result.
Obviously, these methods perform unordered modeling on the single-temporal-scale feature of the
clips. Our method is closely related to these 3D CNN methods. However, we propose to use temporal
modeling on the extracted multi-temporal-scale key spatiotemporal features.

An action can be considered as a temporal evolution of the spatiotemporal information. Prior
works [26–28] used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRFs)
and Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs), respectively, to model the temporal structure of action.
The recurrent neural network (RNN) is also used to model the temporal evolution of a sequence.
More recently, the CNN-RNN architecture was successfully employed to model temporal dynamics
for video action recognition. The approaches [21–24] adopted a RNN model called long short-term
memory (LSTM) to learn the sequential relationship between the deep features extracted by a 2D CNN
architecture. After the deep feature extraction, Donahue et al. [21,22] formulated the action recognition
as a sequence-to-sequence prediction, in which an action category is predicted for every frame of a
video sequence. The final prediction is achieved by averaging the individual predictions; Ng et al. [23]
passed the features to a five-layer LSTM and selected a linearly weighted prediction method for
video-level prediction; Srivastava et al. [24] formulated the learning of the video representation as an
auto encoder model, which consists of an encoder and decoder LSTM. Our method echoes these works
which perform LSTM on the features of 2D CNN to model the temporal dynamic of action. In contrast,
we perform LSTM on the atoms, the key features of 3D CNN, to model the temporal dynamic of action.

3.1. Multi-Temporal-Scale Res3D Architecture

In the past several years, various 2D and 3D CNN architectures have been designed by
the computer vision community, including AlexNet [2], ZFNet [29], VGGNet [25], CNN-M [30],
GoogLeNet [31], ResNet [19], C3D [12] and Res3D [13] and so forth. The models (weights) for these
CNN architectures were obtained by pre-training on large-scale datasets, typically the ImageNet
dataset [32] for 2D CNN architectures and the Sports-1M dataset [6] for 3D CNN architectures.
For a new small-scale dataset or a new modality, transfer learning is performed to fine-tune the
pre-trained model.

Res3D, which employs the residual connections in 3D CNN, has achieved the best performance
among the available 3D CNN architectures. Res3D is primarily designed for video clips with 8 frames.
Videos are split into non-overlapped clips with 8 frames as the input of Res3D and a softmax layer
outputs the recognition results for each clip. For each video, the Res5b features of the clips from the
same video are merged into the video-level representation by averaging and L2-normalization and a
linear support vector machine (SVM) outputs the recognition result. In this section, we follow these
two recognition pipelines and report the metrics: clip recognition accuracy and video recognition
accuracy (Res5b). Compared with the 25088-dimensional Res5b feature, the 512-dimensional Pool5
feature is much more compact, therefore, in this section, we replace Res5b with Pool5 and report the
video recognition accuracy (Pool5).

In the experiments, we use two extremely challenging datasets, UCF101 [33] and HMDB51 [34]
to evaluate our method. We select the following temporal scales to learn deep information: 4, 8 and
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16 frames without frame sampling. We name these temporal scales 4f, 8f and 16f temporal scale,
respectively. The original Res3D work [13] learns deep spatiotemporal information from clips with
8 frames and provides a pre-trained model that was trained on the Sports-1M dataset. In this section,
we investigate Res3D architectures that learn deep information from the clips with 4 and 16 frames
using the pre-trained model.

For simplicity, we omit the batch size and denote the shape of the input for each layer as 4D
tensors C*T*H*W, where C, T, H and W are the channel, temporal length, height and width respectively.
We observe that Res3D can be directly used to extract features from clips with 4 frames. Therefore, we
first impose Res3D directly on clips with 4 frames. To distinguish it from the original Res3D on the
clip with 8 frames, we name them Res3D-4D and Res3D-8, respectively. However, Res3D-4D performs
much worse than Res3D-8, because in Res3D-4D, the temporal length T of the 3D convolution layers’
input in building block conv5_x is 1. The 3D convolution kernels in these layers works on the 2D input
and the 3D convolution layers do not extract sufficient temporal information. Thus, we must ensure
that the temporal length T of the input for each 3D convolution layer is greater than 1. Two simple
approaches could be adopted: the temporal down-sampling in the building block conv3_x or conv4_x
could be removed by setting the temporal stride of branch1 and branch2a to 1. We name these two
approaches Res3D-4B3 and Res3D-4B4, respectively. The recognition results show that Res3D-4B3
outperforms Res3D-4B4. We argue that this result can be explained by the fact that the shape of the
convolution layers’ inputs in Res3D-4B3 is closer to that of the pre-trained model. Res3D-4B3 and
Res3D-4B4 have 2 and 1 building blocks, respectively, in which the shape of the convolution layers’
inputs is same as that in the pre-trained model. In Table 1, we present the shape of the convolution
layers’ inputs in the Res3D-8, Res3D-4D, Res3D-4B3 and Res3D-4B4 as well as the recognition results
of these architectures on UCF101 split-1.

On the other hand, the full-connected (FC) layer in Res3D still works in 2D space and the temporal
depth T of the full-connected layer’s input should be 1. Thus, Res3D cannot be used to extract
information directly from the clip with 16 frames. To impose Res3D on the clip with 16 frames,
Tran et al. [13] conducted frame temporal sampling on the clip with 16 frames in the input layer of
Res3D. However, this method drops the information in the even frames. Therefore, instead of sampling
the input layer, we propose to add temporal down-sampling into the building blocks by setting the
temporal stride of branch1 and branch2a to 2. To ensure that the shape of the convolution layers’
inputs is similar to that in the pre-trained model, we add temporal down-sampling to building block
conv2_x. We name the versions of Res3D used directly on clips with 16 frames Res3D-16D; we name
the Res3D version with frame sampling in the input layer Res3D-16S; and we name the proposed
Res3D version Res3D-16B2. The shapes of each building block’s inputs for these architectures are
presented in Table 1, along with the recognition results of these architectures on UCF101 split-1.

After the analysis and experiment, we obtain the Res3D variants for the clips with 4, 8 and
16 frames: Res3D-4B3, Res3D-8 and Res3D-16B2. We rename these three Res3D variants 4f Res3D,
8f Res3D and 16f Res3D, respectively. On the other hand, the experimental results show that the
Pool5 feature achieves a better balance between accuracy and dimension than Res5b. Although the
Res5b feature yields slightly better recognition accuracy, the gap of accuracy is quite small and the
Pool5 feature has the advantage of lower dimension. Therefore, we use the Pool5 feature in our
proposed method.
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Table 1. Res3D architectures and the recognition results on UCF101 split-1.

Layers Building Blocks
Shape of the Input

Res3D-8
(8f Res3D) Res3D-4D Res3D-4B3

(4f Res3D) Res3D-4B4 Res3D-16D Res3D-16S Res3D-16B2
(16f Res3D)

Conv1 3 × 7 × 7, 64 3 × 8
× 112 × 112

3 × 4
× 112 × 112

3 × 4
× 112 × 112

3 × 4
× 112 × 112

3 × 16
× 112 × 112

3 × 8
× 112 × 112

3 × 16
× 112 × 112

Conv2_x
[

3× 3× 3, 64
3× 3× 3, 64

]
× 2

64 × 8
× 56 × 56

64 × 4
× 56 × 56

64 × 4
× 56 × 56

64 × 4
× 56 × 56

64 × 16
× 56 × 56

64 × 8
× 56 × 56

64 × 16
× 56 × 56

Conv3_x
[

3× 3× 3, 128
3× 3× 3, 128

]
× 2

64 × 8
× 56 × 56

64 × 4
× 56 × 56

64 × 4
× 56 × 56

64 × 4
× 56 × 56

64 × 16
× 56 × 56

64 × 8
× 56 × 56

64 × 8
× 56 × 56

Conv4_x
[

3× 3× 3, 256
3× 3× 3, 256

]
× 2

128 × 4
× 28 × 28

128 × 2
× 28 × 28

128 × 4
× 28 × 28

128 × 2
× 28 × 28

128 × 8
× 28 × 28

128 × 4
× 28 × 28

128 × 4
× 28 × 28

Conv5_x
[

3× 3× 3, 512
3× 3× 3, 512

]
× 2

256 × 2
× 14 × 14

256 × 1
× 14 × 14

256 × 2
× 14 × 14

256 × 2
× 14 × 14

256 × 4
× 14 × 14

256 × 2
× 14 × 14

256 × 2
× 14 × 14

FC InnerProduct
Softmax

512 × 1
× 7 × 7

512 × 1
× 7 × 7

512 × 1
× 7 × 7

512 × 1
× 7 × 7

512 × 2
× 7 × 7

512 × 1
× 7 × 7

512 × 1
× 7 × 7

Clip Accuracy – 82.5% 75.2% 80.4% 79.1% No Functional 84.4% 84.5%

Video Accuracy
(Res5b) – 87.6% 81.3% 85.9% 84.6% No Functional 88.3% 88.7%

Video Accuracy
(Pool5) – 87.1% 81.1% 85.3% 84.2% No Functional 87.8% 88.1%
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3.2. Knowledge Transfer to Optical Flow

The optical flow (OF), which carries the motion information of the action, is used as the input
of the 2D and 3D CNN architectures for action recognition. In each temporal scale, we also build OF
streams to extract deep spatiotemporal information from optical flow. Simonyan et al. [7] trained a 2D
CNN from scratch using stacked optical flow. Ji et al. [11] trained a 3D CNN from scratch using optical
flow. Fine-tuning a pre-trained model has been shown to be effective for transferring the knowledge
learned from a large-scale dataset to a new dataset or a new modality. Wang et al. [35] fine-tuned a 2D
CNN on optical flow using the knowledge learned from large-scale RGB image dataset. In this paper,
we fine-tune a 3D CNN on optical flow using the knowledge learned from a RGB video dataset.

The pre-trained Res3D model provided by Tran et al. [13] takes 3-channel RGB clips as the input of
CNN. To transfer the knowledge learned from the RGB to optical flow, we first design 3-channel optical
flow. We extract the optical flow for each video action and discretize it by a linear transformation such
that the optical flow values fall into the range [0, 255]. This transformation yields 2 channels of optical
flow: the horizontal optical flow OF_x and the vertical optical flow OF_y. Then, we calculate the mean
of OF_x and OF_y as the third channel. Figure 3 presents two consecutive frames, OF_x, OF_y and
the 3-channel optical flow. This step ensures that the optical flow has same number of channels as
the RGB used for the input of the Res3D architecture. To transfer the RGB knowledge to the optical
flow, which is a new modality, we empirically increase learning rate, step size and the number of
iteration during fine-tuning. Compared with RGB Res3D, we increase them in OF Res3D, respectively,
by 10 times, 5 times and 5 times to accelerate the model updating. We conducted the evaluation of this
fine-tuning and training from scratch in the OF stream of 8f temporal scale on UCF101 split-1. Figure 4
presents the comparison of these two methods by presenting training loss and clip accuracy. With the
same number of iterations, the loss of the fine-tuning is smaller and the recognition accuracy using
the model learned by fine-tuning is higher. As illustrated in Figure 4, after 20 epochs of iterations,
the clip accuracy of OF Res3D learned by fine-tuning achieves 69.9%, while the clip accuracy of OF
Res3D learned by training from scratch only achieves 62.2%. All these results show that this transfer
learning works well and with the same number of iterations, fine-tuning using the pre-trained model
outperforms the training from scratch.
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3.3. Unsupervised Action Aton Mining

As basic action units, atoms capture the key spatiotemporal information in video sequences.
In this paper, we mine atoms from the deep spatiotemporal information in each temporal scale.
Obviously, atoms mining follows the same idea of video summarization, which compactly depicts
the original video well using key elements, such as frames [36,37] or clips [38,39]. We propose to
extend the maximization of mutual information (MMI) video summarization [40] to action atoms
mining in the deep spatiotemporal space and model the temporal evolution of the mined atoms for
action recognition.

Let Y be the set of spatiotemporal features for a video action A,Y = [y1, y2, . . . , yN ], where yi ∈ Rn

is the Pool5 feature extracted by Res3D, N is the clip number of action A and n = 512 is the dimension
of the Pool5 feature. The summarization technology aims to use a subset Y∗ of size S to represent the
original feature sets Y. In the MMI algorithm, the Y∗ that most reduces the entropy of the rest of the
sets Y\Y∗ is selected, which is formulated by

argmax
Y∗

I(Y∗; Y\Y∗) (1)

This problem is resolved by a simple greedy algorithm that starts with Y∗ = ∅ and iteratively
selects a feature y∗ from the remaining of the set Y\Y∗ until the size of Y∗ is S. In each iteration,
y∗ is selected to provide the maximum increase in mutual information. The objective function is
formulated by

argmax
y∗∈Y\Y∗

(H(y ∗ |Y∗)− H(y ∗ |Y∗)) (2)

where Y∗ denotes Y\(Y ∗ ∪y∗). H(y∗|Y∗) forces y∗ to be most different from the already selected Y∗,
while −H(y ∗ |Y∗) forces y∗ to be most representative among the remaining features. Using the GP
model [41], H(y∗|Y∗) is evaluated as a closed-form Gaussian conditional entropy:

H(y ∗ |Y∗) = 1
2

log(2πeV(y ∗ |Y∗)) (3)

and V(y∗|Y∗) is evaluated as a closed-form conditional variance:

V(y ∗ |Y∗) = K(y∗, y∗)− KT(y∗, Y∗)K−1(Y∗, Y∗)K(y∗, Y∗) (4)

where K is the covariance estimation. The objective function Equation (5) can be written in a closed
form using Equations (3) and (4):

argmax
y∗∈Y\Y∗

K(y∗, y∗)− KT(y∗, Y∗)K−1(Y∗, Y∗)K(y∗, Y∗)
K(y∗, y∗)− KT(y∗, Y∗)K−1(Y∗, Y∗)K(y∗, Y∗)

(5)

In each temporal scale of our method, to preserve considerably more of the key spatiotemporal
information, we split the videos into 50% overlapped clips. We name the non-overlapped split clip in
the original Res3D work “sparse clip” and name the overlapped split clip in this paper “dense clip.”
For each video action, we use the trained Res3D to extract the Pool5 feature of the dense clips and use
MMI summarization to mine the set of atoms with size S. For the video actions which have the dense
clips less than S, the features of all the clips are considered as the atoms. Therefore, the maximum
number of atoms associated with an action is S. Figure 5 illustrates the mined spatiotemporal atoms
(S = 4) sorted by timestamps and their corresponding clips in the RGB stream of 8f temporal scale. We
also use the aforementioned metric video accuracy (Pool5) to measure the performance of unordered
modeling on atoms (S = 16 and S = 32) and compare it with random selection, sparse split and dense
split in the RGB stream of 8f temporal scale. The results presented in Table 2 show that the performance
of atoms mining is better than that of random selection and is close to that of the sparse split and dense
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split. However, atoms mining can be considered as a kind of simple ‘hard weight assignment,’ the
features mined as atoms are ‘assigned’ to weight 1 and involved in the recognition. Thus, after atom
mining, the number of features used to represent a video action is decreased, making it possible to
train the LSTM with less memory and lower computational load. The temporal modeling of action
atoms using LSTM is described in the next section.
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Table 2. Comparison of the atoms mining with other methods in the RGB stream of 8f temporal scale
on UCF101 split-1.

Features Selection Video Accuracy (Pool5)

Sparse split 87.1%
Dense split 87.3%

16/32 atoms mining 86.7%/86.9%
16/32 random selection 86.3%/86.4%

3.4. Temporal Evolution Modeling on Atoms

An action is considered as a temporal evolution of the spatiotemporal atoms. Thus, unordered
modeling is insufficient to represent and recognize an action. The RNN can be used to model the
temporal evolution of the input sequences and has been applied to many sequence modeling tasks,
including speech recognition [42], machine translation [43] and action recognition [44]. Therefore,
we propose to employ LSTM, a RNN model, to model the temporal evolution of atoms for action
recognition. Different from the CNN-RNN works [21–24] which applied an LSTM to the deep features
of 2D CNN, we impose LSTM on the spatiotemporal atoms that are the key deep features of 3D CNN.

As a typical RNN architecture, LSTM has the capability to discover the action dynamics from
extracted information by using memory cells to store and modify the internal state and has become
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increasingly popular. Figure 6 illustrates a LSTM cell at time step t. Given an input sequence
X = (x1, x2, ..., xt), the hidden state of the LSTM is formulated as follows:

it = σ(Wixxt + Wihht−1 + bi) (6)

ft = σ(W f xxt + W f hht−1 + b f ) (7)

ot = σ(Woxxt + Wohht−1 + b + o) (8)

gt = tanh(Wgxxt + Wghht−1 + bg) (9)

ct = ft ∗ ct−1 + it ∗ gt (10)

ht = ot ∗ tanh(ct) (11)

where xt is the input at time step t, it is the input gate, ft is the forget gate, ot is the output gate, ct is the
memory cell state and ht is the hidden state. The input and forget gates determine whether to consider
new information or forget old information. In addition, the output gate controls the amount of memory
cell state that is passed to the hidden state to influence the computation in the next time step.
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In each stream, we sort the atoms Y∗ by timestamps and denote the sorted atoms as
X = {x1, x2, ..., xnum}, where num ≤ max_num, which are fed into LSTM to model the temporal
evolution of action. We use a fully-connected layer on the top of the LSTM’S hidden state, followed by
a softmax layer, to produce a prediction for each time step. As described in Section 3.3, the number of
atoms (num) associated with each action is variable and the maximum number of atoms (max_num) is
S, therefore, we pad the atoms to reach the maximum number and perform dynamic LSTM. We tested
three types of LSTM inferences: (a) the prediction at the max_num time step, (b) the prediction at the
num time step and (c) summing the predictions of the first num time steps. These three inferences are
illustrated in Figure 7 and recognition results are presented in Table 3. The actual number of atoms
is recorded by the num time step and for the videos with atoms less than max_num, the input of the
time steps from num + 1 to max_num is padded with zero. Therefore, the prediction at the time steps
from num + 1 to max_num is not accuracy. While, the summing method considers the outputs of all
the actual atoms and performs best, thus, it is used in our method.
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Table 3. Comparison of different LSTM inferences in the RGB stream of 8f temporal scale on
UCF101 split-1.

Methods Video Accuracy

the max_num step 20.4%
the num step 87.2%

Summation of the first num steps 87.9%

3.5. Fusion Operations

Two fusion operations are used in our method. One is the RGB and OF streams fusion, the other is
the multiple temporal scales fusion. First, we discuss the two streams fusion. As illustrated in Figure 8,
after the deep spatiotemporal information is extracted from RGB and optical flow fields, there are three
possible types of fusions.

1. Spatiotemporal information fusion (early fusion): The deep spatiotemporal information
of the RGB and OF streams are fused. Then action atoms are mined from the fused
spatiotemporal information.

2. Atom fusion (middle fusion): The action atoms mined from the deep spatiotemporal information
of the RGB and OF streams are fused. Then the fused atoms are fed into LSTM.

3. Prediction fusion (late fusion): In each of the RGB and OF streams, LSTM are performed on the
mined atoms. Then the softmax predictions of these two streams are fused.

For a video action, the information in the RGB and OF streams captures respective characteristic
and in each stream, the clips of video action have different temporal dynamic. Therefore, the early
fusion and middle fusion, in which the information of RGB and OF streams is fused and the temporal
evolution of action in two steams is model using a same LSTM, would not perform as well as the
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late fusion. Moreover, in the middle fusion, the atoms of RGB and OF streams are mined in different
feature spaces. Thus, the atoms in these two streams may correspond to different video clips and the
middle fusion would perform worst among these three methods.
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Early and middle fusions are feature-level fusions. We adopt summation, an effective feature-level
fusion method for them. The late fusion is prediction-level fusion. We also use summation to fuse the
softmax scores of the two streams. We compare the performance of single stream with two streams
using different types of fusions in 8f temporal scale. The results are presented in Table 4. It is noticed
that the recognition accuracy is improved from 87.9% to 92.2%, 91.5% and 92.4%, respectively, by the
early, middle and late fusion, which demonstrates our design that the recognition performance benefits
a lot from optical flow. On the other hand, the results also support our assumption that the late fusion
outperforms the early and middle fusions and the middle fusion results in the worst performance,
although the difference in accuracy among all three types of fusions is less than 1%.

Table 4. Comparison of single stream with two streams in the 8f temporal scale on UCF101 split-1.

Methods Video Accuracy

Single Stream

RGB stream 87.9%
OF stream 84.7%

Two Streams

Early fusion 92.2%
Middle fusion 91.5%

Late fusion 92.4%

For the multi-temporal-scale fusion, we sum the prediction of each temporal scale to form the
final recognition result. We compare the recognition accuracy of the multi-temporal-scale method with
single-temporal-scale methods. Table 5 reports the results, which show that the recognition accuracy
can be significantly improved by fusing the prediction of the multiple temporal scales.
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Table 5. Comparison of multi-temporal-scale method with single-temporal-scale methods on
UCF101 split-1.

Methods Video Accuracy

Single-temporal-scale

4f temporal scale 92.1%
8f temporal scale 92.4%

16f temporal scale 92.2%

Multi-temporal-scale

Our method 92.9%

4. Evaluation

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate the proposed approach on two action recognition datasets: UCF101 and HMDB5.
Some sample frames are showed in Figure 9. These two datasets give large diversity in terms of actions
and present the significant camera/background motion, cluttered background, variations of object
appearance, pose, object scale, viewpoint and illumination conditions and so forth. Therefore, they are
challenging for researches. On the other hand, these two datasets have gained popularity in recent
years and most of state-of-the-art methods were evaluated on these two datasets. The UCF101 dataset
contains 101 action classes and there are at least 100 videos for each class. The entire dataset contains
13,320 videos. And there are three training/testing splits in this dataset for evaluation. The HMDB51
dataset is a large collection of realistic videos from movies and web videos. The dataset is composed of
6766 videos from 51 action categories, with each category containing at least 100 videos. Similar to
UCF101, HMDB51 also has three training/testing splits. Each action class has 70 videos for training
and 30 videos for testing in each split.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 1835 13 of 20 
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4.2. Implementation Details

Optical Flow: We used the TVL1 algorithm [46] implemented in OpenCV with CUDA to extract
optical flow and created the 3-channel optical flow described in Section 3.2.

Res3D Fine-tuning: To perform a fast fine-tuning, same with original Res3D work, we split the
videos into sparse clips and took the sparse clips as the CNN input. We fine-tuned the 4f, 8f and 16f
Res3D architectures using the pre-trained model. For each RGB Res3D architecture, the learning rate
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began at 0.001, decreased by 1/10 every epoch and stopped at 4 epochs. For each OF Res3D architecture,
the learning rate started at 0.01, decreased by 1/10 every 5 epochs and stopped at 20 epochs. We used
Momentum to optimize the network and set the momentum 0.9.

Atom Mining: By validation, we empirically mined 32 atoms in each stream for a video action.
LSTM Training: After validation, the number of memory cell and mini-batch in LSTM were set to

512 and 128, respectively. The learning rate and dropout were set to 0.005 and 0.7, respectively and
the training stopped at 90 epochs. We selected softmax cross entropy loss and used SGD to optimize
the network.

4.3. Performance Evaluation

In addition to the evaluation of the improvement by optical flow and multiple temporal scales
in Section 3.5, in this section, we conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the improvements by
atoms mining and temporal modeling. The experimental results are illustrated as a matrix in Table 6.
The temporal modeling on the spatiotemporal feature of sparse clips was not evaluated because the
max_num of an action in the dynamic LSTM is 221, which requires so much memory that an ‘out of
memory’ error occurred with our 4x GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU. Atoms mining reduces the max_num
to 32 and ensures that the dynamic LSTM consumes less memory and lower computational load,
making the temporal modeling possible. The unordered modeling on atoms performs slightly worse
than on sparse clips but the temporal modeling on the atoms resulted in the best performance in
the evaluation matrix. The temporal modeling improves the performance of the atoms significantly.
These results show that temporal modeling on the atoms is an effective method to represent and
recognize actions.

Table 6. The results matrix of the performance evaluation experiment in the RGB stream of 8f temporal
scale on UCF101 split-1.

Sparse Clips Atoms

Unordered Modeling 87.1% 86.9%
Temporal Modeling – 87.9

4.4. Qualitative Run-Time Analysis

Compared with the unordered modeling in original Res3D work, our temporal method improves
the recognition accuracy from 87.6% to 92.9% but due to the dense clip spits, two streams, multiple
temporal scales and atoms mining involved, our method would spend much more time on recognition.
In this section, we provide a qualitative run-time analysis of the proposed atoms temporal modeling
method and compare it with unordered modeling method in the original Res3D work [13]. We only
analyze the time consumption of the testing phase, which is a major focus in computer vision tasks.
In our method, the testing phase contains optical flow extraction, feature extraction, atoms mining,
temporal modeling and fusion. In the unordered modeling method, the testing phase contains optical
flow extraction, feature extraction, clip merging and classification. For simplicity, we ignore the optical
flow extraction which exists in both of our method and unordered method; we also ignore fusion in
our temporal modeling and clip merging in unordered modeling, which take little time.

We present the measurement of each step in Table 7. All measurements were conducted on a
computer with an Intel Core i7-5930K 3.5 GHz 12 CUP, GeForce GTX TITAN, 62 GB RAM and Ubuntu
14.04 LTS. In the atoms mining for a video, each iteration requires O(N4) to evaluate Equation (5),
where N is the number of dense clips. We only present several measurements of atom mining for the
videos with special number of dense clips.
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Table 7. Time consumption measurement of each step in the unordered modeling and
temporal modeling.

Unordered Modeling Our Temporal Modeling

Feature extraction:
8f Res3D: 2.99 ms/frame

Feature extraction:
4f Res3D: 3.96 ms/frame
8f Res3D: 2.99 ms/frame

16f Res3D: 1.91 ms/frame

Classification:
25088-dimensional feature: 367.44 ms

Atoms Mining:
0–32 clips: 0 ms (No need atom mining)

33 clips: 101.21 ms
64 clips: 282.62 ms
96 clips: 836.72 ms

128 clips: 1197.43 ms

Temporal modeling (with classification): 0.46 ms

With these measurements, it is easy to obtain the qualitative time consumption. Take a video
action with 256 frames (about 8500 ms for 30 fps video) as an example, the time consumption of the
recognition can be calculated as follows:

Unordered modeling : 256× 2.99 + 367.44 = 1132.88 ms (12)

Our method : 2× 2× 256× (3.96 + 2.99 + 1.91) + 2× (1197.43 + 282.62 + 0) + 2× 3× 0.46 = 12,035.5 ms (13)

In Equation (13), the first and second ‘2’ denote the two streams and dense clips in feature
extraction; the third and fourth ‘2’ denote the two streams in atoms mining and temporal modeling.
1197.43, 282.62 and ‘0’ denote 128 dense clips in 4f temporal scale, 64 dense clips in 8f temporal scale
and 32 dense clips in 16f temporal scale, respectively. In this example, to recognize the action in an
8.5 s video with 30 fps, unordered modeling method spends 1.1 s and our temporal modeling method
spends 12.04 s.

This run-time analysis shows that our temporal modeling method improves the recognition
accuracy at the cost of run-time. For a real-life application, this limitation of our method should
be considered. And the rough time consumption of the recognition can be calculated using the
measurements in Table 7.

4.5. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods

We tested our proposed method on each training/testing split of both the UCF101 and HMDB51
datasets and reported the results according to the standard evaluation protocol, which is the mean
video accuracy across the three splits. Table 8 presents the results of our method, state-of-the-art
handcrafted methods and deep learning methods, including improved dense trajectories (iDT),
SlowFusion, VGG16-style 3D convolution (C3D), ResNet18-style 3D convolution (Res3D), long term
3D convolution (LTC), two-stream model and others. In addition to the recognition accuracy, we also
specify the network architecture and the fields of the CNN input. The results show that our method
achieves recognition performance comparable to that of state-of-the-art methods.
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Table 8. Comparison of our method with state-of-the-art methods.

Methods UCF101 HMDB51 CNN Architecture Input of CNN

Handcrafted Representation Methods

iDT [47] 85.9% 57.2% – –
iDT+HSV [48] 87.9% 61.1% – –

Deep Learning Methods (2D CNN)

SlowFusion [6] 65.4% – AlexNet RGB
TDD [49] 90.3% 63.2% ZFNet RGB + OF

Two-stream
(Averaging/SVM) [7]

86.9%/
88.0%

58.0%/
59.4% CNN-M RGB + OF

Improved Two-stream [14] 92.5% 65.4% VGG-16 RGB + OF
RankPooling [50] 91.9% 65.4% VGG-16 RGB + OF

AdaScan [51] 89.4% 54.9% VGG-16 RGB + OF
Transformation [52] 92.4% 62.0% VGG-16 RGB + OF

Trajectory Pooling [53] 92.1% 65.6% VGG-16,CNN-M RGB + OF
Multi-Source [54] 89.1% 54.9% VGG-19 RGB + OF
ConvPooling [23] 88.2% – GoogLeNet RGB + OF

SlowFusion [6] 65.4% – AlexNet RGB

Deep Learning Methods (3D CNN)

C3D [12] 85.2% – C3D RGB
VLAD3 [55] 90.5% – C3D RGB

LTC [20] 91.7% 64.8% LTC RGB + OF
Res3D [13] 85.8% 54.9% Res3D RGB

P3D-ResNet [56] 88.6% – P3D-ResNet RGB
C3D [12] 85.2% – C3D RGB

Deep Learning Methods (2D CNN-RNN)

LRCN [22] 82.3% – ZFNet RGB + OF
LSTM [23] 88.6% – GoogLeNet RGB + OF

Hybrid Deep [57] 91.3% – VGG-19,CNN-M RGB + OF
Unsupervised [24] 84.3% VGG-16 RGB + OF
Multi-stream [58] 92.6% VGG-19,CNN-M RGB + OF

LRCN [22] 82.3% – ZFNet RGB + OF

Deep Learning Methods (3D CNN-RNN)

Our method 92.9% 66.7% Res3D RGB + OF

4.6. Model Visualization

In CNN-based action recognition, it is difficult to explain the meaning of the extracted deep
information using systemic and complete theory. However, visualization is an effective technique
for gaining further insight into the trained CNN model and the extracted features. In addition to the
visualization of the spatiotemporal atoms in Section 3.3, in this section, we visualize the convolution
kernels and feature maps of Res3D and present the embedding visualization of the atoms.

Figure 10 visualizes the extracted Conv1 feature maps of 16 consecutive frames (4, 2 and 1 clips
for 4f, 8f and 16f Res3D, respectively). The figure shows that Res3D mainly captures the apparent
(spatial) information from the first frame of the clip and captures the motion (temporal) information
from the remaining 3, 7 and 15 frames of the clip. This observation confirms that different temporal
scale information is extracted by the Res3D variants.
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Figure 10. Visualization of the Conv1 feature maps. Res3D captures the appearance information in the
first frame of the clip and thereafter captures the motion information.

Figure 11 visualizes the learned conv1 kernel of the pre-trained Res3D, RGB 8f Res3D and OF
8f Res3D. Compared with RGB Res3D, OF Res3D is more different from the pre-trained Res3D. This
result confirms that our settings speed up the process of kernel updating when the learned knowledge
is transferred to a new modality.
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Figure 11. Visualization of the kernels. The shape of the 64 Conv1 kernels is 3 × 3 × 7 × 7 (C*T*H*W).
The visualization shows the learned Conv1 kernels with T = 2, which are arranged in 8 × 8 with a
4× upscale.

The embedding visualizations of the mined atoms in RGB stream of the 4f, 8f and 16f temporal
scales are illustrated in Figure 12. We average the atoms for each action and project them to 2D space
using t-SNE [59]. The figure shows that the mined atoms all are semantically separable and can be
used to represent video effectively.
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Figure 12. Atoms embedding visualizations of the 4f, 8f and 16f temporal scales on UCF101 training
split-1. The averaged atom of each action is visualized as a point and the averaged atoms that belong
to the same action class have the same color.
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5. Conclusions

An action can be naturally viewed as a temporal sequence of action atoms in different temporal
scales. In this paper, we propose to model the temporal evolution of action atoms for action recognition.
The action atoms are mined in the deep spatiotemporal space and the temporal modeling on atoms is
demonstrated to be effective for representing the original video actions. Moreover, the atoms mining
ensures that the dynamic LSTM consumes less memory and lower computational load, thus making the
temporal modeling possible. The experimental results show that our proposed multi-temporal-scale
spatiotemporal atoms modeling method achieves state-of-the-art recognition performance on two
extremely challenging action recognition datasets: UCF101 and HMDB51.

In this study, we mine the spatiotemporal atoms in different temporal scales and model temporal
evolution of atoms for each temporal scale. However, a realistic action is a single temporal sequence of
the multi-temporal-scale atoms. Therefore, in our future work, we plan to study temporal modeling
of hybrid multi-temporal-scale atoms. We could mine atoms simultaneously in different temporal
scales and represent the video action using only one temporal evolution of the atoms. On the other
hand, as analyzed in Section 4.4, our temporal method improves the recognition accuracy at the cost of
run-time, therefore, the optimization of the run-time is a major work in the future.
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